Instant admission
Day & night – help for addicts

Fast and without red tape, confirmation of cost assumption not required. Everyone can come and stay for as long as they like; also women and families with children.

You will undergo cold withdrawal, meaning without supporting medications right here with us. Don’t be afraid, we are always at your side.

Addicts using substitute drugs in a programme under doctor’s supervision can reduce their dosages at our institution with the help of a physician.

Therapy instead of punishment in accordance with Sec. 35 seqq. BMG (German Narcotics Act)

Help and assistance in civil and criminal legal matters.

Synanon is an self-help community against addiction that was founded in 1971 by people affected for people affected. It is our conviction that every narcotics addict has the ability to lead a drug-free life again if provided with the right setting for this.

Celebrations: Clean birthday

1. No drugs, no alcohol,
2. No violence or threats of violence
3. No tobacco, we do not smoke

Basis of the community

Synanon – Resort

Confrontation with the issue
Addiction and sobriety

Synanon group meetings, lunch seminars, coffee break discussions and team meetings take place each day at fixed times and primarily help coping with everyday life.

All residents can talk about themselves and their questions and problems, approach other Synanon residents, or they can themselves be approached.

Synanon residents can additionally use the help of physicians and psychologists of their trust as well as contacts with other addiction self-help groups.

At Synanon I do not have to pretend anything to anyone but simply need to be honest.

Self-determination and without narcotics

Offers and perspectives
Synanon training in practical life skills – personalised and adjusted to needs

Daily confrontation with the issue of addiction and sobriety in everyday situations and group meetings is to help the development of modes of behaviour that permit a permanently sober life outside of Synanon.

Health check | Stabilisation of the health status | Dental restoration | HCV/HIV treatment | Employment | Training and continued education | Recreational activities | Getting out of debt | Driver’s license/physical and mental status examination | Assistance in civil and criminal legal matters and aftercare are decisive stops along the way to rehabilitation and resocialisation.

Learning to live

Debt Advice

Learning to live without drugs. The honest wish for a life without narcotics ties together.